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The Nerd Next Door
Not gonna lie to you.When he walked into my restaurant, I thought he was the
hottest man I'd ever seen in person.And then he spoke.And I realized who he
was.The world now knows him as John Brandt--ridiculously wealthy handsome
genius workaholic startup founder and tech entrepreneur. I will always think of him
as the annoying geek who was my brother's best friend. He yanked my pigtails and
called me Tiny Dancer. I put rubber snakes in his sleeping bag and called him
Johnny B. Nerdballs.Market research has told him that he needs a girlfriend for an
important business trip and gala event. He says he doesn't want to bring someone
that he has to impress or make an effort with, so he thought of me and figures I
could use a nice vacation from my life right now.He is one cocky nerd. Even if he's
right.I need the money and he can actually help me with my career, but I think he
needs to be schooled in the art of treating a lady right. Lucky for him, I am just the
woman to finally teach himTurns out his total lack of social skills does not
correspond to a lack of skills in the bedroom. At all. He even teaches me a few new
tricks.Every time he opens his obnoxious mouth, I can't believe this guy's for real.
Every time he touches me, every time he reminds me of who I was before I started
to lose myself in the big city, I can't believe that what we have right now is fake.I'm
afraid that by the end of the month, either I will have punched him in the face or
the last man on earth that I ever thought I'd fall in love with will have broken my
heart. Or both.***please note that Sexy Nerd was originally published as Cocky
Nerd. Only the title has changed. The content is the same.

The Nerd Who Loved Me
Abby: I have issues. Like, serious, major issues. And, the last thing I want or need is
a man in my life to make things more complicated. Unfortunately for me my
roommates drop dead gorgeous brother seems hell bent on seducing me. And,
what's worse is that he's kind of the perfect guy. Resisting him just might kill me.
Ethan: I don't do relationships. I prefer to keep things casual, and I'm always up
front with women so that no one ever gets hurt. But, my sister's new
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roommateyeah I might have a small obsession. Or, maybe I should say a TARDIS
obsession because there's a 100% chance that it's bigger on the inside. What the
hell is a guy supposed to do though when he meets a woman who is not only
beautiful but also feisty, fun, and way into nerd culture? I may be doomed.

Geek Actually: A Novel
NOW IN PAPERBACK! From Publishers Weekly: In The Good Girl's Guide to Bad Girl
Sex, sex therapist Barbara Keesling asserts that nearly every good girl yearns to
be bad and offers tips for unleashing the bad girl within. Keesling, who worked for
a sex therapist as a surrogate partner for 10 years before becoming one herself,
explores the inhibitions that women have about sex, and explains how you can
dress, speak, walk, tease, use sex toys, give blow jobs and have orgasms like the
bad girl of your dreams. In addition, Keesling, herself a former good girl meaning
that like most women, she had learned to hide her wild desires from the world
offers her personal story as inspiration for all women who want to learn how to feel
good about being bad.

What's Your Pronoun?: Beyond He and She
**Each book in this series can be read as a stand alone novel *** Recommended
for readers 17+ due to strong language and sexual situations Asher: When most
people first set eyes on me they assume I'm a delinquent, a thug, or at the very
least that I'm in a band. But, looks can be deceiving. I never thought I'd get sick of
random hook ups with more than willing college co-eds, but that scene is getting
old. And, I really never expected to fall for an adorable, sexy, shyvirgin. But,
sometimes things don't turn out how you expect. Eve: Super virginthat's me. I've
never kissed a boy, heck I've never even been on a date before. How I ended up
catching the eye of a sexy, tattooed playboy at my very first college party I'll never
know. He's way out of my leaguebut maybe it's finally my chance to let loose a
little and find out who I really am. That's what college is for, right?

Naughty Or Nerdy?/The Husband Hotel
Inheriting her grandmother's fortune, Ally Jarrett heads for the wilds of Alaska to
pursue her dream of becoming a wildlife photographer, accompanied by her
grandmother's personal assistant, overprotective nerd Mitchell Caruthers, unaware
that Mitchell is really a bodyguard out to protect Ally from the schemes of her
avaricious uncle.

Nerdy Dirty Inked and Curvy
Spring break is supposed to be a week of fun in the sun for three childhood friends
about to graduate from college. But one of them is ready to get her game on
somewhere else. . . Charlie Castle is an expert archer and a fierce warrior--in her
favorite video game, anyway. But college life was a program she couldn't quite
master. To land a cybertech job without a degree, she's entering a "hackfest" over
spring break--where she also hopes to meet the sweet gamer who's been flirting
with her online. Instead, she runs into the hot guy who walked away years ago, and
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can't fight the desire that comes rushing back. Jonah Best has never gotten over
Charlie, whose kisses were always as deliciously creative as her coding. But now
that they're face to face again, he doesn't know how to admit that her online
admirer is really him--or how to convince her that he's offering her a job for her
incredible skills, not her sex appeal. Can Jonah cut through their communication
glitches and persuade Charlie that the next level up for them should be forever?
33,550 Words

Nerd in Shining Armor
Her Winning Formula
Aspiring psychologist Amanda Rykowsky is delighted to receive anonymous love
notes, until the messages begin to take a sinister turn, and enlists stockbroker
William Sloan to masquerade as her lover to uncover the culprit.

Naughty Angel
She's got the high-kicks Lainie Terrell is no ordinary single mother. With feathers in
all the right places, she's one of the hottest showgirls in Vegas. Aside from a hottempered ex-boyfriend on her sequined tail, Lainie's biggest problem is finding a
decent babysitter for her son. Lainie's dilemma is solved when she ropes Harry
Ambrewster, the casino's shy-but very smart and cute-accountant, into the task.
He's got the low-down Inheriting his chemist father's high I.Q. and sexy good looks,
Harry has always been intrigued by Lainie. He isn't thrilled at the prospect of
babysitting, but he'll do anything to get near the gal who fuels his craziest
fantasies. Then Lainie's dangerous ex comes knocking Their option? Run faster
than a pair of net stockings In disguise and on the lam, Lainie's masquerading as
the perfect wife. Harry's doubling as the he-man protector. But with a set-up this
hot, who's fooling who? When the lights go down, and the masks come off, a nerd
like Harry could be just the right ignition to set a woman like Lainie on fire

The Nerdy and the Dirty
There are three kinds of nerdy women in the world. - The Sexy Nerd - The
Confident Nerd; and - The So-Socially-Awkward-it's-Painful-to-Watch Nerd. You can
probably guess which one I am. After witnessing me making a fool of myself,
Chance Hoffman decided to take pity on me. He's smart, sexy, charming, and
totally out of my league and for some unexplainable reason, he wants to help me.
Who am I to say no? Besides, I need all the assistance I can get. There are three
things that make a woman irresistible. - Confidence - A Wicked Sense of Humor;
and - A Killer Rack. Melany Fitzgerald had none of those things. Or so I thought
until I really got to know her. She's the total package and she doesn't even realize
it. Now I'm stuck with the uncomfortable task of helping her land another guy, all
the while trying to ignore the fact that I'm starting to fall for her. She thinks she's
an ugly duckling and wants to become a swan. All I want is her. And I'm not giving
up without a fight.
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Forever Nerdy
Hot movie star Zoe Tarleton gets piles of money but no respect because she
always plays a beautiful bombshell. When she gets the chance to play a geeky
chemist working on a formula to combine weight loss, sexual potency, and antiaging in one powerful pill, she is determined that this role will open up her career.
Zoe may be too hot to understand her character, but she has a plan: her ultimate
nerd lawyer Flynn Granger can teach her the ropes. Flynn agrees to help Zoe out,
but he's strictly business about it--his girlfriend is a Harvard professor and he plans
to propose the next weekend. But when he sees Zoe in an outfit she considers
nerdy, he realizes he's taken on an impossible task--she's just too cool to change.
As they rehearse scenes in a secluded California cabin, they'll have to embrace
their alter egos and fight the growing attraction between them. And they'll have to
dodge an increasingly unstable stalker who wants to end their relationshipand
Zoe's life. Gone WIth the Nerd is Vicki Lewis Thompson at her fun, sexy best.

If I Stay
Annaliese Harper knows that one tiny mistake can jeopardize a career before it’s
even begun. Letting your boss find the extensive collection of porn on your
personal laptop is one way. Sleeping with him is another. Liese manages to do
both. As the new librarian at a prestigious small-town private high school, Liese is
drawn to her sexy, charismatic principal, Ryder Whitehall—an attraction she
refuses to acknowledge given their relationship and her recent liberation from a
delusional ex-boyfriend. Liese is certain Ryder’s flirtation is the product of her sexdeprived imagination—until he discovers her digital porn stash during working
hours and demands a private meeting. Behind closed doors, their attraction
explodes into a dangerous, passionate affair that not only threatens their jobs and
reputations, but most of all, their hearts.

Hot & Nerdy Collection
From Christina Phillips a sexy, new romance with a hero you won’t forget I’m not
looking for love or expecting to find Happily-Ever-After because I know how those
stories really end. I just need to concentrate on my degree and look after myself.
But there’s something about my boss, Harry, that I can’t resist. It’s crazy. He’s so
hot and smart it should be illegal. And then, just like Cinderella, I have my night at
the ball and a midnight kiss, and for a week all my sexy daydreams come true.
That fake date changes my life in a way I could never imagine. It turns out, Harry
wants me too. But I have my own dreams to pursue, and he’s taking his business
to the next level. There’s no way this fairytale has a happy ending, but that doesn’t
stop me from wishing for it. Each book in the British Bad Boys series is
STANDALONE: * Cinderella and the Geek * Once Upon A Player * Not So Happily
Ever After

ttyl - 10th Anniversary update and reissue
When they met online they were equalsThen she walks into his classroom. For four
months Eva March shared almost every secret with a handsome stranger. It was
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easy when she didn't have to meet his gaze in real life. The online flirtation was
fun. She could be a strong, put-together woman without a sordid past. Most
importantly, he'd never know the truth. Grady Addison takes his job as a professor
seriously. He doesn't sleep with co-eds, much less his students. Eva doesn't even
fit his leggy, peppy blonde requirements, but he can't walk away now. He's spent
too much time fantasizing about her, her smile and the way her eyes darken when
she thinks of her past. And her past is a problem. The secrets she hasn't yet told
him could end his career and for Eva, her life could just come crashing downagain.

Romance Fiction: A Guide to the Genre, 2nd Edition
Hailed by The New York Times Book Review as "a gifted observer, able to discern
the exact details that bring whole worlds into being" and "a storyteller who could
keep a sultan on the edge of his throne for a thousand and one nights," A. S. Byatt
writes some of the most engaging and skillful novels of our time. Time magazine
calls her "a novelist of dazzling inventiveness." Possession, for which Byatt won
England's prestigious Booker Prize, was praised by critics on both sides of the
Atlantic when it was first published in 1990. "On academic rivalry and obsession,
Byatt is delicious. On the nature of possession—the lover by the beloved, the
biographer by his subject—she is profound," said The Sunday Times (London). The
New Yorker dubbed it "more fun to read than The Name of the Rose . . . Its
prankish verve [and] monstrous richness of detail [make for] a one-woman variety
show of literary styles and types." The novel traces a pair of young
academics—Roland Michell and Maud Bailey—as they uncover a clandestine love
affair between two long-dead Victorian poets. Interwoven in a mesmerizing
pastiche are love letters and fairytales, extracts from biographies and scholarly
accounts, creating a sensuous and utterly delightful novel of ideas and passions.
With an Introduction by the author that describes the novel's origins and its twentyyear gestation, this Modern Library edition is a handsome keepsake for fans of
Possession—new and old alike.

Slammed
Geek, Actually is a sexy, geeky contemporary women's fiction series that follows
the lives of five diverse, nerdy women as they navigate work, love, life, and the
internet. For fans who love Sex and the City as well as Star Wars, for anyone who
knows that sci-fi can be sultry and that "gamer" is not gender specific-this serial
will turn you on, rile you up, and leave you with five new friends. Meet your new
best girlfriends. Michelle is a hard-nosed fantasy and sci-fi editor used to things
going her way. Taneesha is a talented video game programmer used to being the
odd (wo)man out. Aditi is a fantasy writer on the verge of her big break. Christina is
a rebel on the sidelines of Hollywood. And Elli is a fan-of anything and everything
that keeps her from "proper adulting." Together they are Rebel Scum (at least in
their shared group chat), and best friends through thick and thin. They might live
far apart but through the power of the internet and a shared love of all things
geek, they are ready to face the world together. Originally presented in serial form
by Serial Box Publishing, Geek Actually is brought to you by Cathy Yardley, Melissa
Blue, Rachel Stuhler, and Cecilia Tan.
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Nerds Like It Hot
With no memory of the car accident itself, 17-year-old Mia must come to terms
with never really knowing what happened one horrific winter's day that changed
her life forever.

Nudity Is For The Birds
As a kid growing up in San Diego, California, Adam spent most of his time surfing,
skateboarding, and watching TV. But when he convinced his best friend to move to
Los Angeles with him to try acting, his life began to morph into what it is today. But
who said it was going to be easy? With small roles on shows like The Young and
the Restless and City Guys, Adam was getting nowhere fast. Then he landed a
recurring role on Gilmore Girls playing quirky musician Dave Rygalski and his
career really took off. Now, in his current role as Seth Cohen on Fox's The O.C. it's
undeniable: Adam is a star! And with movie roles pouring in and The O.C. taking
off, he's just gonna keep getting hotter. So, what are you waiting for? Come find
out what makes Adam Brody so adorkable!

Bad Decisions
Adam, Hunter, and Free have a lot in common, like geeky passions and less than
excellent track records when it comes to dating. But a New Year's Eve bash will
bring everything they've ever wanted--and so much more . . . His Work of Art Will
their crossover make a splash? Reese Carter needs to complete a final project
before graduating college—crowdfunding the publication of her comic book. While
she has the story, she needs the perfect illustrator to make her comic come to life.
Adam Hayes loves talking comics with Reese, even if she chooses DC over Marvel.
When she asks him to illustrate her comic, he’s excited to get his first publishing
credit. He does his best to keep their relationship professional, but their shared
passion spills off the pages and into their lives. Can Reese convince him to develop
a steamy subplot of their own? His New Jam Will their music hit all the right notes?
Sydney Peters can’t wait for marching band season to end so she can put away the
hated cymbals and focus on drums. Hunter is known for flirting with every woman
within the fifty-yard line, but there’s something about Sydney that intrigues him.
When her icy exterior defrosts enough to give him a reaction, he’s willing to break
his no dating band members rule. Can Sydney let go of her past mistakes and
believe Hunter has left behind his old reputation? His Dream Role Will they write
their next act together? Free Mitchell uses costumes and characters to escape his
shy, awkward persona. When he’s Doctor Who or Sherlock Holmes, he has all the
confidence in the world. Samantha Wolf doesn’t know what to make of Free and his
outrageous costumes, but she’s drawn to his sweet nature and love of acting. The
more time they spend together, the more their unscripted romance takes center
stage. But when Samantha discovers that Free plans to work in finance, she
questions how well she knows the man she’s fallen for. Can Free convince her that
his job doesn’t change who he is?

Nerd Gone Wild
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"A cool girl with an X-rated internal life and a socially-inept guy prove that
opposites attract in this look at love, sexuality, and becoming your true self"--

Cinderella and the Geek
New town, new job, new neighbor… new crush. I’ve got a serious problem and it
goes by the name of Ted Jones. Even his name is nerdy! Combine that with his
glasses, lean runner’s frame, crazy smarts, and superhero addiction and he’s got
my lady engine revving hard. What can I say? I’ve got a thing for hot nerds. But our
shy glances and awkward exchanges in the elevator aren’t going to cut it. This
nerd is mine; he just doesn’t know it yet.

Hot & Nerdy 2
Dear grouchy neighbor: I'm considering your offer and need clarification before
proceeding. Despite being an artist, I think you know that as a busy New Yorker, I
am also practical and straightforward. That said, I need to make sure you know
that this could never turn into anything serious. I don't care if you're trying to get
over your ex-girlfriend or hoping she'll eventually want to get back together with
you--just don't project your messy feelings about her onto me. Because, despite
your resemblance to an underwear model, I won't be falling for you. Ever. Yours,
with clear boundaries, Bernadette p.s. I'd like to be very clear that regardless of
whether or not we do this, nothing will change my feelings for your dog (and we
both know she loves me too). Dear nutty neighbor: As a lawyer, I must clarify that I
never made an offer. It was a suggestion regarding the possibility of a nonpermanent, no-strings-attached arrangement between two consenting adults
whose beds are separated by a wall. As a man who shares your disdain for messy
feelings, I applaud your confidence in your ability to not fall for me. Hold onto that.
I'd also like to make it clear that I don't care if you want to get over your crush on
your boss or if you still hope he'll realize you're the woman of his dreams. That
said, I definitely wasn't thinking about my ex-girlfriend when I kissed you in the
laundry room, and I'm quite sure you weren't thinking about your boss. As a dog
daddy, I'm glad you're so taken with my girl. But if you try to steal her I will get all
Liam Neeson up in your pretty face. As a busy New Yorker, I think clear boundaries
are hot. I have one hour free to blow your mind tonight. So turn off Netflix, put
down that glass of wine, and let's do this. Yours for now, Matt

Talk Nerdy to Me
Not every goalie plays it safe As a publicist for the San Francisco Thunder hockey
team, Dixie Braddock is too busy rescuing the players from trouble to get into any
of her own. Except, of course, when it comes to the super hot new goalie. Because
when a guy's kiss curls your toes and sets your heart on fire, how the hell do you
just walk away? But if anyone ever catches them together, she'll lose her job faster
than any slapshot. Eli Casco is on the brink of having everything he ever wanted.
He's finally been called up from the minor leagues to play on a championship
team. And he just had the most mind-blowing night with the woman of his dreams.
But now that he's an official Thunder player, Dixie is determined to keep her
distance. None of the fame and fortune means anything to him without her to
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share it. If he truly wants Dixie in his life, it's time to throw down his gloves and put
everything on the line.

America, You Sexy Bitch
"Meghan and Michael embark on a balls-out, cross-country tour starting in
California, the heart of liberal America, and ending in the state of Connecticut, the
home of blue-blood Wall Street billionaires. Along the way, they visit such cultural
touchstones as Graceland and Branson, party in Las Vegas and New Orleans,
pretend to be Mormon in Salt Lake City (only for a second), and go to a mosque in
Dearborn, Michigan. They tour the nations capital; they fire semiautomatic
weapons. But mostly Meghan McCain and Michael Ian Black talk to each other:
about their differences, their similarities, and how American politics has gotten so
divided."--Front jacket flap.

Bookstore Nerd
A memoir of growing up and remaining a nerd by beloved comedian, actor, and
writer Brian Posehn Brian Posehn is a successful and instantly recognizable
comedian, actor, and writer. He also happens to be a giant nerd. That's partly
because he's been obsessed with such things as Dungeons & Dragons, comic
books, and heavy metal since he was a child; the other part is because he fills out
every bit of his 6'7'' frame. Brian's always felt awkward and like a perpetual
outsider, but he found his way through the difficulties of growing up by escaping
into the worlds of Star Wars, D&D, comics, and by rocking his face off. He was a
nerd long before it was cool (and that didn't help his situation much), but his
passions proved time and again to be the safe haven he needed to persevere and
thrive in a world in which he was far from comfortable. Brian, now balls deep in
middle age with a wife, child, and thriving career, still feels like an outsider and is
as big a nerd as ever. But that's okay, because in his five decades of nerdom he's
discovered that the key to happiness is not growing up. You can be a nerd forever
and find success that way because, somehow along the way, the nerds won.
Forever Nerdy is a celebration of growing up nerdy and different. This isn't Brian's
life story, just some bizarre and hilarious stories from his life, along with a
captivating look back at nearly fifty years of nerd culture. Being a nerd hasn't
always been easy, but somehow this self-hating nerd who suffered from depression
was able to land his dream job, get the girl, and learn to fit in. Kind of. See how he
did it while managing to remain forever nerdy.

My Nerdy Valentine
Tired of being called the pretty one in the family while her sister is labeled a
genius, fashion model Eve Dupree enlists the assistance of Charlie Shepherd, the
nerdy engineer living next door, to help her get her new invention off the ground,
but their growing attraction to each other is threatened by a would-be saboteur.
Original.

Come Back to Bed
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Seeking refuge on a cruise aimed at single geeks after becoming the sole
eyewitness to a mob killing, Hollywood makeup artist Gillian McCormick disguises
herself in order to fit in, accompanied by P.I. Lex Manchester who is assigned to
protect her--whether it is from a hitman on a mission, a cross-dressing sociopath,
or hundreds of lusty nerds. Original.

The Librarian Principle
Addressing one of the most pressing cultural questions of our generation, Dennis
Baron reveals the untold story of how we got from he and she to zie and hir and
singular-they. Like trigger warnings and gender-neutral bathrooms, pronouns are
sparking a national debate, prompting new policies in schools, workplaces, even
prisons, about what pronouns to use. Colleges ask students to declare their
pronouns along with their majors; corporate conferences print name tags with
space to add pronouns; email signatures sport pronouns along with names and
titles. Far more than a by-product of the culture wars, gender-neutral pronouns
are, however, nothing new. Pioneering linguist Dennis Baron puts them in historical
context, noting that Shakespeare used singular-they; women invoked the generic
use of he to assert the right to vote (while those opposed to women’s rights
invoked the same word to assert that he did not include she); and people have
been coining new gender pronouns, not just hir and zie, for centuries. Based on
Baron’s own empirical research, What’s Your Pronoun? chronicles the story of the
role pronouns have played—and continue to play—in establishing both our rights
and our identities. It is an essential work in understanding how twenty-first-century
culture has evolved.

Adam Brody
With college graduation looming, three childhood friends vow to make spring break
their last blast of pure fun. But at least one of them didn't count on such incredible
heat. . . Layla Sharpe is definitely more math ninja than bikini babe, and her future
has been calculated with razor precision. Convinced to let loose over spring break,
Layla is finally ready to party—until her car breaks down halfway to her
destination, leaving her stranded in Georgia with a mouthwateringly hot pool
shark. She knows more than enough about angles to learn the game, but this week
she wants him to appreciate her curves. . . Phin Marks has never met a girl like
Layla. She's more Star Wars geek than seductress, and when he offers her a place
to stay while her car is in the shop, he's counting on the attraction between them
to set the nights ablaze, no strings attached. But every moment he spends with
Layla makes it harder to let her go. Can he persuade her to gamble in the most
dangerous way possible. . .on forever? 35,000 Words

To One Hundred
It’s time for a new generation of readers to discover the phenomenally bestselling
and beloved series, told entirely in messages and texts. With a fresh look and
updated cultural references, the notorious list-topping series is ready for the
iPhone generation. First published in 2004 (holy moly!), ttyl and its sequels follow
the ups and downs of high school for the winsome threesome, three very different
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but very close friends: wild Maddie (mad maddie), bubbly Angela (SnowAngel), and
reserved Zoe (zoegirl). Through teacher crushes, cross-country moves, bossy
Queen Bees, incriminating party pics, and other bumps along the way, author
Lauren Myracle explores the many potholes of teenagedom with the unflinching
honesty and pitch-perfect humor that made this series a staple of young adult
literature.

Cosmopolitan
For the third year, red-headed virgin Robin poses her riddle to the naked masses at
the local Nude Day celebration, hoping to find her intellectual needle in a
Midwestern haystack. Can Jay's knowledge of birds and riddling win the day and
Robin's heart? This sexy, sweet, and charming story of first-time love is sure to
delight as they discover their shared love of birds, words, and each other. ~~~~~
Excerpt ~~~~~ That left Jay alone, thoughtful and nearly petrified with fear. At
least he tried to remain thoughtful, while alternating images popped in and out of
his mind's eye. Perfect freckled cleavage framed in lace. Root beer-soaked fried
mushrooms. Freckles. Mushrooms. Cleavage. She was truly gorgeous. Not beauty
contest, make-up and hairdo gorgeous. Natural, towel-dry-and-ready-to-go
stunning radiance, especially with her hair shining even more resplendently in the
recently-appearing sun's rays. That wonderful smile always near the surface. And
her body! He couldn't see freckles from here, but he could sure see the rest! A
belly that swelled that slightest just enough to lead the eye down to a short,
shapely triangle of orange-red hair peaking out between her legs. Her legs were
decidedly curvier and softer than the tall, slim girl next to her. Creamy smooth legs
that would be heaven wrapped around your hips or sliding softly over cheeks as
your nose and mouth nuzzled closer to their moistening zenith. Jay rarely
considered himself a poet, but Red brought out his inner sonneteer. His eyes
continued their journey the length of her legs, stopped at her shoes. Boat shoes,
kind of preppy, in a bright blue. A blue that went well with her red hair and blue
eyes, but an odd choice. Think, Jaybird, think! You're different from these clods,
these bumpkins that have been universally wrong. You're brilliant in school, you
know calculus and organic chemistry like few your age, you have personally seen
and identified over 207 species of birds. Why would you be intimidated by a simple
pair of bare boobies? An image came to Jay then of Boobies, the pelagic birds
similar to the Albatross, bobbing their heads in their unique, comical mating dance.
Nature shows on TV loved to score the motion with upbeat Jazz. Red wanted to do
her own mating dance, or she wouldn't be here, naked, having strange men lineup
to try and solve her riddle. While wearing those odd blue shoes. What was her
mating dance? Don't step on my blue boat shoes?

Possession
Beloved New York Times bestselling author Vicki Lewis Thompson is back with a
sizzling, sassy new novel that gives a whole new meaning to "hot" She's unleashed
her inner vixen Hollywood makeup artist Gillian McCormick wouldn't normally be
caught dead on a cruise aimed at single geeks. But as the sole witness to a
murder, hiding out may be her only chance at staying alive. With P.I. Lex
Manchester guarding her, and a voluptuous disguise in place of her plain-Jane
wardrobe, Gillian should be safe if she can resist a titanic attraction to Lex that's
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making her fantasize about some extra-naughty cruise activities He's rediscovered
his inner nerd Lex thought he had left behind his nerdy ways, but his suave
demeanor has no chance against Gillian's bombshell image and the smart, sexy
woman within. And when the scent of seduction wafts through the sea air, what's a
red-blooded male to do? And the passion they've found is about to get out of
control With a passenger list that includes a mobster on a mission, a cross-dressing
sociopath, and hundreds of lusty nerds, Lex must find a way to keep Gillian
safe--and prove that he's truly her nerd for all seasons "A riotous cast of colorful
charactersfill the pages with hilarious situations, and hot, creative sex." --Booklist
on Nerd Gone Wild

Worth the Wait
Her Perfect Game
A Wonderful Feminist Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+
writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas,
prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny
quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift for anyone! Imagine the look on their
face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box
and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts,
notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative ideas! Perfect
size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion,
ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is
it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Makes a unique and original gift for
your daughter, son, grandma, grandpa, brother, sister or friend! Give a gift they'll
always remember! Funny Feminist Gift - Nerdy Dirty Inked and Curvy Notebook Body Acceptance for the Sexy Thick Girls with Tattoos and Curves! Positive Self
Love - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined
on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or
any writing utensil of your choice - An awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's
Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!A
Wonderful Feminist Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+
writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas,
prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny
quote makes a memorable (and useful) gift for anyone! Imagine the look on their
face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box
and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts,
notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative ideas! Perfect
size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion,
ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is
it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Makes a unique and original gift for
your daughter, son, grandma, grandpa, brother, sister or friend! Give a gift they'll
always remember! Funny Feminist Gift - Nerdy Dirty Inked and Curvy Notebook Body Acceptance for the Sexy Thick Girls with Tattoos and Curves! Positive Self
Love - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined
on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or
any writing utensil of your choice - An awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's
Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!
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The Good Girl's Guide to Bad Girl Sex
Bookstore Nerd by Lena FrancesFrannyShy and self-proclaimed nerd Franny has a
crush. Running a bookstore leaves little time to date and relinquish her V-Card.
He'd never notice her anywayTrentPowerful businessman Trent definitely notices
her. He's already claimed her, she just doesn't know it yet and he's sure her
shyness is keeping them apart. She knows him or at least she knows how he wants
her to know him. Will she keep her crush once she's found out he's a powerful
Mogul? Can he prove to her that his millions won't make him change his feelings
for her?

Her Best Shot
Adam, Hunter, and Free have a lot in common, like geeky passions and not exactly
great track records when it comes to dating. But a New Year's Eve bash will bring
everything they've ever wanted--and so much more . . . His Work Of Art Adam
Hayes has never met a girl like Reese. She's sassy, smart, and loves talking
comics, although he can't see why she'd choose DC over Marvel. He's thrilled to
finally put his artistic chops to use in their upcoming comic project. But when the
two combine forces, they churn out magic in more ways than they had planned . . .
His New Jam There's something unusual about the sarcastic percussionist Hunter
Reed hired for his band. For one thing, she's impervious to his advances. But when
Hunter sees how passionate Sydney is behind the drums, he orchestrates a plan to
find out if she kisses like she plays. What he doesn't anticipate is falling so hard . . .
His Dream Role Free Mitchell loves the theater. When he's masquerading as Dr.
Who or Sherlock Holmes, he feels he can escape his shy, dorky persona. But
nothing's prepared him to play boyfriend to a gorgeous girl like Samantha Wolf.
The more time they spend together, the more they seem to be going off the script,
and the hotter everything gets . . .

Sexy Nerd
Spring break was supposed to be a last blast of fun for three friends before the
reality of adulthood set in. But for the trio's science whiz, it's an education in
instant attraction. . . Chemistry major Felicity Stone can tell you everything about
the way chemicals interact, but when it comes to social interaction, she needs
schooling. Abandoned by her friends, Felicity is faced with spending spring break
alone--unless she accepts a gorgeous stranger's invitation to pose as his girlfriend
at a family wedding. Not one to turn down a research opportunity, Felicity never
expected it to produce such breathtaking results. . . Teacher and baseball coach
Lucas Tanner is fascinated by Felicity's potent mix of spirit and scientist, not to
mention her delicious curves. When Felicity asks him to return the favor by
teaching her how to pick up guys, he can't refuse--but he's not at all happy with
the idea of her using a formula for flirting on anyone but him. Can he convince her
that together they have the perfect chemistry?

Gone With the Nerd
Who has time for love? Not this woman. Tabitha Wells is spinning her wheels Page 12/14
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stuck between her past as a stripper and her future as a lawyer. Between bills and
more bills. She doesn't have time for dating - let alone for dating a couple! Jason
and Nate are serious about each other they couldn't be serious about her, too? Not
serious, serious right?If you have time for love, do you have the skills to make it
work?Jason has been a player for long enough - he's ready to settle down with his
idealistic and open-hearted boyfriend, Nate. And maybe with Nate's classmate,
Tabitha. The hot self-defense instructor is charmed by Tabitha's nerdy YA fiction
references, her guarded heart and her brain - but is he willing to share his past?
And what about Nathan - will he give up his future in DC, and a job that could
improve the world, to stay with the people he loves?How can all three find the
success they've worked for, when their hearts keep making bad decisions?

Nerds Like It Hot
For Genevieve Terrence it seemed like a dream come true: a weekend alone on
Maui with her sexy boss, Nick Brogan. But little did she know that Nick had dreams
of his own--a nefarious scheme that nearly got her killed on the flight over the
Pacific. Lucky for her, brilliant computer programmer Jack Farley was on board and
quick-witted enough to crash-land the plane. Now Jack is her sole companion on a
remote desert island with nothing but guava trees and sharks for company. Who’d
expect the shy genius--and the least alpha male she knows--to turn out to be the
uninhibited stud of her wildest dreams? Saving Genevieve’s life has made Jack a
hero in the eyes of the woman he has secretly lusted after for months. Now they’re
alone together in a tropical eden where they’re free to give in to their every
sensual whim. But when some nasty unfinished business puts them at risk again,
Gen will learn there’s nothing quite as dangerous as a fully aroused ex-nerd who’ll
move heaven and earth to protect the woman he loves… From the Paperback
edition.

Chance Encounters
A comprehensive guide that defines the literature and the outlines the best-selling
genre of all time: romance fiction. • A core collection list in chronological order •
An exhaustive bibliographic listing of romance titles • Research materials and a
brief history of the genre • Indexes organized by author, title, and subject
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